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SPECIAL NOTE

This report documents the work accomplished during a six month intern-

ship by three graduates of the Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) Product

Assurance Engineering (PAE) intern program. The AFSC PAE intern program

was initiated in 1987 in response to the increasing awareness and

importance of reliability and maintainability in AF systems. Graduating

engineers are recruited and sent to school for one year of post-graduate

study in product assurance followed by a six month on-the-job training

internship at an AFSC facility. The authors of this report: Frank

Fieldson, Jack Hewitt and Matt Plano served a six month internship at RADC

in the Systems Reliability and Engineering Division (RADC/RBE) from Jul 88

to Feb 89.

Readers who want more information on the RADC Fault Tolerant System

Reliability Evaluation Facility or who have questions/comments on this

report should contact Joe Caroli, RADC/RBET.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Modern day systems in various applications such as space, flight con-

trol and computer networks often employ fault tolerance in order to obtain

ultra high reliability. Many computer-aided reliability modeling tools

for fault tolerant systems are currently available. The tools have several

unique capabilities as well as limitations (i.e., ease of use, R&M figures

of merit evaluated, input parameters, and mission scenarios considered).

Use of the tools require a moderate to large computational facility and a

good working knowledge of the modeling rationale and procedures embedded

in each. RADC/RBE has developed a Fault Tolerant System Reliability Evalu-

ation Facility consisting of a number of these tools. The required

resources are now available at RADC to model a wide range of fault tolerant

systems and to assess and evaluate the reliability characteristics for

such.

The purpose of the facility is to provide computer-aided R&M modeling

expertise in support of DoD system design and development activities. It

is intended that the facility resources will serve to verify the results of

contractor applied R&M4 modeling tasks and to help conduct design tradeoff

analyses. Design tradeoffs involve determining the appropridte jeg,'ee of

fault tolerance required to achieve a desired availability, mean-time-

between-critical failure (MTBCF) or reliability over a given mission time.

The assessment of different fault tolerant strategies can be accomplished

to aid in conceptual design studies, engineering changes or demonstration

and validation activities.

1
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This report is intended to give an overview of the facility. The

capabilities and potential applications of the six software packages which

are part of the facility are outlined within. Section 2 provides

individual synopses of the resident tools depicting the capabilities,

strengths and weaknesses of each. Also found in this section is a matrix

comparing and contrasting the various attributes inherent to the tools.

Section 3 contains example modeling cases that were conducted using some of

the tools. Section 4 documents a survey of other software tools that are

available for reliability modeling of fault tolerant systems. In the

future some of these will also be evaluated for inclusion in the facility.

Both old and new tools were surveyed. Short abstracts of 27 tools are

found within. Reliability modeling of redundant/fault tolerant systems

has received a great deal of attention for many years. There is a need for

standardization in this area. Even though many of the tools have unique

capabilities, many also have overlapping capabilities. New modeling tools

and techniques are always appearing in government, industry and academia.

The wheel is constantly being reinvented. A more standardized approach

would solve this problem and would center the focus on developing needed

modeling technology as opposed to duplicating that which is already exist-

ing. (At tha present time, mcGcls do not exist to handle every fault

tolerant system conceivable in a timely and cost efficient manner.) To

give an idea of how much work was done in this area, corsider reference

#13, RADC-TR-77-287, "A Redundancy Notebook" - this document was written

in 1977 and it addresses 32 methods of modeling. Hundreds of papers on

this topic have appeared in the International Reliability & Maintain-

ability Symposium Proceedings over the past 10-15 years. There are many

knowledgeable people in this area, off working in their own direction. We

2
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stress the .ed for a unified, standardized approach within the DoD.

Section 5 summarizes and concludes this report.

The following tools are presently resident in the facility.

NASA "CA. " - Computer-Aided Reliability Estimation

RADC "FASTER" - Fault Tolerant Architecture Simulation Tool for

Evaluating Reliability

NASA "HARP" - Hybrid Automated Reliability Predictor

AFHRL "MIREM" - MIssion REliability Model

RADC "REST" - REliability Simulation Tool

RADC "R&MA2 T2"' - Reliability, Maintainability and Availability

Analysis and Tradeoff Tool

The facility presently has the capability to modci many different

fault tolerant system configurations ranging from a simple series -

parallel configuration to a complex path repairable system with imperfect

fault coverage. Various R&M figures of merit can be computed such as

reliability; lower and upper bounds on Reliability; Availability; Mean-

Time-Between-Critical-Failure (MTBCF) under various repair scenarios;

Mean-Time-Between-Maintenance-Action (MTBMA); Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR);

and others.

3
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2.0 DESCRIeTIONS OF RESIDENT TOOLS

This section provides an independent summary of each resident tool in

the RADC Fault Tolerant System Reliability Evaluation Facility. Figure 2-

1 is a matrix outlining the resident software tools and their specific

modeling traits. The matrix along with the individual summaries can be

used to help determine the most appropriate modeling tool(s) for a specific

fault tolerant system configuration/scenario.

4
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2.1 CARE III

CARE III (Computer-Aided Reliability Estimation) is a fault

tolerant system reliability analysis software tool codeveloped by the NASA

Langley Research Center and the Raytheon Corporation. Although CARE III

was originally designed to analyze digital flight control systems, it is

applicable to a wide range of very large, ultra-reliable, fault tolerant

systems. The CARE III model solution technique is Markov Analysis.

The input file for CARE III is generated by using the CARE3MENU user-

friendly interface program. CARE3MENU is a menu driven program which is

designed to reduce input time and user errors. The input of a CARE III

system model is broken into the following procedures:

- Stage descriptions

- Fault handling models

- Fault occurrence models

- Fault-tree descriptions

- Output control/format selections.

The system to be analyzed is described by breaking it into stages.

Each stage is composed of N identical modules, of which M must be function-

ing for the system to function.

6
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Internal redundancy can be modelled in the stage description section

of the input. This is when a module contains a group of redundant

components or submodules. Using this feature can greatly reduce input time

and computation time for more complex systems.

After the stage descriptions, the user can input up to five fault

handling models for the system. The CARE III general failt handling model

is shown in Figure 2-2 (reproduced from P. 11, CARE III Model Overview &

User's Guide).

FIGURE 2-2

CARE Ill General Fault Handling Model

7
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Model States

A - Active Fault - Latent fault state with no errors

A0  - Active Detected - Detected fault/error state

AE - Active Fault Error - Latent fault and error state

DP - Detected as Permanent - Module permanently isolated from system

F - System Failure

B - Benign fault state, no errors

BE  - Benign fault, latent error state

B - Benign Fault, detected error

Fault-handling Model Variables

Ct') Self-test rate (exponential or uniform)

p(t') = Error generation rate (exponential or uniform)

C(T) = Error detection rate (exponential or uniform)

a = Intermittent or transient duration rate (exponential)

8 = Intermittent benign-to-active rate (exponential)

C Error recovery probability

PA Retire module (active fault) probability

PB Retire module (benign fault) probability

NOTE: a = 0 for permanent faults

= 0 for permanent or transient faults

8
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The next step is to define fault occurrence models for each stage. A

fault occurrence model consists of a failure density function, which can be

either an exponential or a Weibull distribution, and the associated fault

handling model. Up to five different fault occurrence models (i.e.

permanent, transient, intermittent) may be defined for each stage. For a

stage with inteinally redundant modules, fault occurrence models must be

defined for the submodules and for the nonredundant portion of the modules.

The system configuration is described by building a system fault tree.

The fault tree dcscribes all possible stage failure combinations which

lead to system failure. This notation can be used to model either the

common series/parallel combinations or more complex configurations which

cannot be represented as a serial or parallel configuration.

CARE III also allows for the definition of "critical pairs". A criti-

cal pair is a pair of modules, either in the same stage or in different

stages which can cause a system failure if they both contain a fault. A

critical pair fault tree is input to define the critically coupled modules.

In the final input procedure, the user sets the system's mission time

and various output control parameters.

The CARE Ill output file gives the user the unreliability (probability

of failure) for each stage at the user defined mission time t. The system

unreliability at time t is calculated and output in two parts -unreli-

ability due to module depletion and due to imperfect fault handling. The

total unreliability is also included in the output.

9
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The user can also obtain plots of system unreliability (both

components and the total) from time 0 to mission time t by interfacing with

one of two commercially available graphics packages: DISSPLA or TEMPLATE.

At the time of this writing, RADC does not have this capability.

CARE III offers the user the following capabilities and advantages:

- The user-friendly interface, CARE3MENU, makes inputting a model

quick and easy, and helps minimize input errors. It also allows

the user to alter existing models, making corrections or tradeoff

analyses easy.

- CARE III can be used to model very large systems on the order of

1O6 Markov states.

- Exponential and Weibull failure distributions can be used. The

Weibull distribution allows the user to model wearout failures

common to mechanical and some electronic components.

- The user can define up to five fault occurrence models per state

and up to five fault handling models per system. This allows the

user to model many types of faults (permanent, transient,

intermittent, software faults, etc.).

- The fault tree notation used to model the system configuration

allows concise descriptions of very large, complex systems.

10
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However, the use of CARE III has the following limitations and dis-

advantages:

- CARE III cannot be used to model repairable systems.

- CARE III cannot model systems with standby redundancy. Only "hot

spares" which have the same fault occurrence and fault handling

characteristics as the in-use module can be modelled. The only

difference is that a hot spare cannot contribute to a critical pair

system failure.

- The fault handling model is defined in terms of parameters like the

self-test rate, error generation rate, error detection rate, etc.

These parameters are not always easy to quantify, so caution

should be taken to make conservative estimates when exact data is

not available.

- CARE III does not calculate MTBF or MTBCF, which are reliability

parameters often called out in a specification or contract

requirement. CARE III results must be used as inputs to a

numerical integration to estimate MTBF or MTBCF.

- The CARE III mathematical model includes some assumptions and

approximations which introduce some uncertainty in the accuracy of

the calculations. CARE III does not give any estimate of the

possible error.

11
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2.2 FASTER

FASTER (Fault Tolerant Architecture Simulation Tool for Evaluating

Reliability) is a brand new tool that was* recently developed by Sanders

Associates under an RADC contract. FASTER uses Monte Carlo simulation to

compute various reliability figures of merit for complex systems. The

results of Lne FASTER program can be summarized in several different

fashions, The nature of the output is dependent on the specific details or

properties that the user wishes to obtain. FASTER uses a "timer probe"

approach which allows the user to select certain system variables to be

monitored. In any given simulation, there are many possibilities to

examine. Such possibilities include: system and subsystem MTBF, reli-

ability, availability, MTBCF and specific figures cf marit relative to

various operating and failure modes inherent to the given system.

The "timer probe" is used to determine the length of time a particular

system or subsystem is in a specific mode (i.e. on, off, standby, degraded,

failed, etc.). "Timer probes" can be placed at the end of the system to

measure overall system "up time" as well as on internal subsystems to

obtain dependency information. The probes can be set up to compute the

various figures of merit desired.

Complex systems are represented by using a hierarchial building block

approach. A block diagram is used to model subsystem interaction. Each

subsystem has a mode graph and each mode in the mode graph has a

"functional" transfer function. The combination of state transitions and

"functional" transfer functions form the basic unit of subsystem

representation. A subsystem is referred to as a primitive. A complex

12
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system can be composed of many primitives which interact through connec-

tions or interfaces.

Interactions between subsyster3 M sIP

/
/

/

Subsystem modes and transition conditions ,

On Degraded

Stb Good

FASTER Modeling Methodology

Figure 2-3 illustrates a sample system with three interacting sub-

systems (primitives Pi. P2 and P3 ). The "M" primitive signifies Mission

and is necessary for every modeling activity. The subsystem modes for

primitives P2 and P3 are illustrated as well as some functional transfer

functions. Functional transfer functions serve to "wire up" the system

diagram so as to take into consideration all system and subsystem inter-

actions. These interactions are described in terms of input and output

resources. Subsystems may not be able to perform their functions if they

13
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do not ,ezeive the proper input resources from other subsystems. This

feature allows a "rich" description of subsystem interoperability and a

near exact relation to a mission scenario. This also allows for the

consideration of feedback from one subsystem to another. Feedback is used

to model imperfect switching testability features.

This method of system representation allows the user to use a system

engineering approach. The FASTER system model closely relates to the

actual system being simulated. This makes it easy for the user to under-

stand the modeling nrocess and to see how the relationships between sub-

systems impact overall system performance.

There are two editors in FASTER which are used to define a system for

simulation. These are the "primitive editor" and the "top level editor".

The "primitive editor" is used to define system primitives which represent

the subcomponents of a system to be simulated. The "top level editor" is

used to combine primitives together to form the overall system descrip-

tion. The primitive editor obtains this information from the user. For

"exit conditions", the fimitive editor requests appropriate information

which is dependent on the specific exit condition selected. For example,

if the exit condition is a "failure", the editor requests which failure

equation is to be used. If a constant failure rate is selected, the editor

then requests a single number relating to the MTBF. If a non-constant

distribution is used, the editor will prompt the user for a set of numbers

which represent the distribution of failures. Thus, the editor guides the

user by identifying what type of information is needed.

14
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The primitive editor also requires that the user describe a functional

transfer function for each mode in the graph. A functional transfer

function is formed by selecting a set of operators from a list of simple

logic and threshold functions. These operators are connected together to

form the functional transfer function. To assist the user, the primitive

editor prompts the user for connection data which describes how to combine

the selected elements. The resulting primitives are stored on a disk file

for later use by the high level editor. An example of the operation of the

primitive editor is presented in Section 3.

FASTER also has a mission editor which is used to define a scenario or

mission for the system being simulated. The user specifies the "external"

inputs to the system being simulated. Examples of external inputs are

control inputs (which turn the system on and off) and mission load.

The "top level editor" is used to combine primitives together to form

the system to be simulated. In a fashion similar to the primitive editor,

it generates displays which indicate what information or inputs are to be

supplied to the user. This information deals with connecting and inter-

facing the primitives together.

The "simulation engine" is the heart of FASTER. This is where subsystem

and system failures are randomly generated. The simulation type is Monte

Carlo. Details of the "simulation engine" are not included in this

writing.

15
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2.3 HARP

HARP (Hybrid Automated Reliability Predictor) is a reliability

prediction software package developed by Duke University under sponsorship

of NASA Langley Research Center. The software package uses a concept

called behavioral decomposition in its solution technique. That is, the

system is divided into submodels according to behavior rather than

structure. Each submodel is solved individually, and the results are

integrated to obtain the system reliability. The HARP model solution

technique is a Markov analysis. The user's input is converted to a Markov

chain, which produces a series of ordinary differential equations. These

differential equations are solved to generate the state probabilities of

the Markov chain. The reliability is then determined from the sum of the

state probabilities of the system's operational states.

The two submodels utilized by HARP are FORM (Fault Occurrence and

Repair Model) and FEHM (Fault/Error Handling Model). FORM is the model

which contains information concerning system architecture such as series-

parallel configuration, redundancy, failure rates, and repair rates. FEHM

stores data on fault coverage such as parameters for imperfect switching,

false alarms, and error detection. Use of the Fault/Error Handling Model

is optional, allowing the user to model systems with the assumption of

perfect coverage for ail faults in redundant modules. The user would then

be assuming that all faults are hard faults, and that the system will

switch perfectly to a new operational configuration after each fault.

Therefore, HARP allows the user to model simple systems and complex systems

using the same solution technique.
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The fault-occurrence and repair model is input to the program in the

form of either a fault tree or a Markov chain (for repairable systems). In

the case of a fault tree, each component or module is entered as a basic

event. Basic events are entered with replication factors, so a group of

similar parts can be entered at the same time. These basic events all feed

into logic gates at the next level. Logic gates used are AND, OR, and K/N

gates. AND gates are used for parallel configurations while OR gates are

used for series configurations. K/N gates are used where K failures of N

parallel components will result in failure of the parallel set.

Markov chains are entered by states. In any given system, all possible

operational and failure states must be considered and accounted for. Each

state is entered along with the probability of entering another state

(known as a "state transition"), either by failure of a component or by

repair of a component. A Markov chain must be used (instead of a fault

tree) if the system is repairable or if the system has standby redundancy.

When the user wants to account for the effects of imperfect fault

coverage, a fault error handling model is included. This can be used with

either the fault tree or Markov chain FORM. HARP automatically converts

fault trees into Markov chains for solution. The FEHM is then placed

between states in the Markov chain to account for the probability of

transients, intermittents, and errors in detecting hard faults. Different

FEHMS and parameters may be used aL each Lalc Lra,,sition to allow for

different coverage characteristics at different locations in the systems

configuration. Based on the user's input of imperfect coverage
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parameters, the FEHM calculates at each transition the following

probabilities:

1. R - Probability of restoring the system after correctly

recognizing the fault as a transient and before a

second interferring fault occurs.

2. C - Probability of reconfiguring the system success-

fully after recognition of a permanent,

intermittent, or transient fault, where the

transient is mistaken as permanent.

3. S - Probability of system failure due to a single point

failure.

4. N - Probability of system failure due to the occurrence

of a second fault before one of the previous 3

exists is reached. This is referred to as a "near

coincident fault".

When a fault occurs, the FEHM is entered at the state transition and an

exit is chosen based on the above probabilities.

HARP offers the user a choice of seven FEHMS to calculate thp exit

probabilities. Each one can be used to model a different type of coverage

situation. Following is a list of the models:
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1. ESPN - Extended Stochastic Petri Net

2. CARE III - Computer-Aided Reliability Estimation

3. Probabilities and Distributions

4. ARIES - Automated Reliability Interactive Estimation System

5. Probabilities and Moments

6. User - Defined Exit Probabilities

7. Perfect Coverage

The user specifies a FEHM to go with each component type in the system.

HARP automatically calculates the exit probabilities and the distribution

of time to exit. The probability of a near coincident fault is also

calculated. These probabilities are figured into the FORM to reflect the

impact of coverage on the state transitions in the Markov chain.

The Extended Stochastic Petri Net is the HARP default FEHM. ESPN is a

simulation which temporarily assumes all faults are transient and simu-

lates the recovery process. User inputs include distribution of time for

each simulation activity, probabilities of correct error detection, fault

detection, fault isolation and reconfiguration. Also included in user

input are the number of transient recovery attempts, the percentage of

transient faults, the desired simulation confidence level, and the desired

percentage of error. The coverage factors are derived from the probabili-

ties of reaching points in the simulation that correspond to the different

factors.

The CARE III model is the Markov process FEHM described in the CARE III

section of this report.
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Probabilities and Distributions are simply user-defined exit probabil-

ities for transient restoration, permanent coverage, and single point

failure. Time to exit distributions for each of these probabilities are

also input and used to determine the probability of a near coincident

fault. HARP calculates the coverage factors (including the effect of near

coincident faults) that are reduced to a branch point in the Markov chain.

The Probabilities and Empirical Data option also utilizes user-defined

exit probabilities. However, the time to exit distributions are

determined from user-supplied histograms of time to exit data. Again, the

coverage factors are reduced to a branch point in the Markov chain.

The ARIES coverage model is a phase-by-phase transient recovery

process. The user supplies the number of phases, the phase duration, and

the effectiveness at each phase (duration and effectiveness are constant

for all phases). If a phase proves effective at detecting a transient

fault, normal processing resumes. If it is ineffective, the model goes on

to the next phase. If all phases are completed, indicating a nontransient

fault, permanent fault recovery is initiated. System failure occurs when a

phase is ineffective at detecting a transient and ineffective at

proceeding to the next phase. The probability of a near coincident fault

is determined from the phase duration and the number of phases needed for

permanent fault recovery or transient restoration.

Probabilities and Moments is similar to the Probabilities and

Distributions model in that the user defines exit orobabilities for

permanent coverage, transient recovery, and single point failure.
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However, instead of specifying distributions for time to exit, the user

inputs the first three moments or points in time when each o-f the three

exits can be made. Near coincident fault probability is then derived from

these times to exit and exit probabilities.

The user also has the option of specifying perfect coverage for a

specific component type or for all component types. Additionally, if a

certain transition in the Markov chain is characterized by a specific FEHM

different from the component type FEHM, the component type FEHM may be

overridden for that transition. In this way, the user has the ability to

define a different FEHM for every transition in the Markov chain.

User inputs to HARP are varied. For a simple perfect coverage model,

the only required inputs are failure rates, repair rates, and system arch-

itecture in the form of a fault tree or Markov chain. The configuration of

the system can be input textually or graphically (on a Vectrix or IBM PC

AT). The failure and repair rates can be constant, + variation (for

repairable systems), exponential (for nonrepairable systems), or Weibull

(also for nonrepairable systems). As mentioned before, however,

repairable systems can only be modeled with a Markov chain. Both the fault

tree and Markov chain FORM's are stored in data files so that changes can

easily be made. For an imperfect coverage model, the additional user

inputs are those required by the FEHM for each component type. An option

to eliminate consideration of near coincident faults is given to the user,

and this greatly reduces the number of input parameters.
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HARP's output is expressed as reliability at a specific time. This

time can be divided so that the reliability is given incrementally over a

period of time. The reliabilities and times are stored in a data file as x

and y coordinates that can be used to plot the reliability as a function of

time. Also provided at the user's option is a listing of reliability

bounds (upper and lower) that are calculated using a parametric

sensitivity analysis. For Markov chain FORM's, HARP provides state

probabilities for any states of interest to the user. Failure state

probabilities are automatically provided, as well as the probabilities of

single point failure and failure by redundancy exhaustion.

HARP offers the user the following capabilities and advantages:

- Ease of input

- Ease of parameter changes

- Ability to model repairable systems

- Ability to model complex path sets

- Ability to model dissimilar redundancy

- Ability to model wide range of fault handling character-

istics

Unfortunately, HARP has the following limitations and disadvantages:

- Markov chains are required to model repairable systems

and standby redundant configurations. This can be

cumbersome, if not impossible for anything but small

systems

- Markov chains are limited to 10,000 states

- No scheduled maintenance scenariors
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Failure rates must be constant for repairable systems

Not useful for steady state analysis

Model is sensitive to stiffness (relative difference

between failure rates)
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2.4 MIREM

The MIREM (Mission Reliability Model) was developed by members of

the Georgia Institute of Technology and The Analytic Sciences Corporation

(TASC) in accordance with work sponsored by the Air Force Human Resources

Laboratory (AFHRL) from the period of March 1982 to March 1986. MIREM is a

fault tolerant system reliability modeling tool which accounts for the

impacts of redundancy, self repair, scheduled maintenance, imperfect

Built-In Test (BIT) and switching, and various repair scenarios. It was

developed to evaluate mission reliability, sustained operating capability

and availability of electronics systems. MIREM was initially developed to

model the Integrated Communication, Navigation and Identification Avionics

(ICNIA) System. The ICNIA system makes use of modular avionics to inte-

grate many functions into a highly reconfigurable design. MIREF4 is most

useful for modeling systems similar to ICNIA, but can be used for other

applications as well.

The program can best be described by explaining its structure and the

basic terminology used for inputting a system architecture.

The program structure consists of two basic programs, a data entry

program and a computational program. The data entry program consists of

two main files. The first file is an architectural file which is used to

describe the system configuration. The second file is a scenario file

which describes the mission and the basic run parameters. Once the data

entry program creates the two files, the computational program then uses

them to compute the MIREM outputs (Reliability, MTBCF, etc.). An overview
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of the program structure is shown in Figure 2-4. This figure was extracted

from Page 2 of the "Mission Reliability Model Users Guide".
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FIGURE 2-4

MIREM Program Structure

To effectively use the MIREM program, a user must have a good grasp of

the basic terminology utilized in describing a system architecture. A

resource is at the lowest level and is the basic unit for a system

structure. Each unique resource is assigned a failure rate and a mean-

time-to-repair along with other characteristics which will be discussed in

the input section of this report. A pool is a group of resources arranged

in a parallel manner. Branches are alternate identical paths within a

specified pool. Each branch contains one or more resources in series. A

chain is a group of resources and/or pools in a series configuration. A

pictorial display of the MIREM terms is displayed in Figure 2-5. This

figu-e was extracted from page 10 of the "Mission Reliability Users Guide".
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RESOURCE --- POOL

FIGURE 2-5

MIREM Terminology
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MIREM Input/Output

The MIREM input is accomplished by using the data entry program named

"DATAIN". As stated in the introduction, the data entry program creates

two files, an architectural and a scenario file. The files can be created

by an experienced MIREM user without the use of DATAIN, however, its use is

recommended for an inexperienced user. The inputs to the architectural

file must be accomplished before the scenario file because the scenario

file utilizes some of the input from the architectural file. The architec-

tural file consists of the following six main topics:

- Functions

- LRM/LRUs

- Resources

- Chains

- Pools

- Architectural File Name

Each of these main topics required the input of many variables associated

with them. The "Functions" and "LRM/LRU" only need an inputted name for

each group. The "LRM/LRU" is an optional input. The "Resources" topic

requires a resource identification number, the quantity of resources, the

resource failure rate (per million hours), the distinction of resource or

interconnection, the mean-time-to-repair, and the resource name. The

topic of "Chains" requires a chain number, a parallel chain number, a chain

pair name and the number of functions in the chain. The "Pools" topic

requires information about all pools within the system. The information

needed for the "Pools" topic is a pool index number, the chain number the
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pool is within, a LRM/LRU name (if option is selected), a pool type (con-

tending, noncontending, shared pools, chain failed pools), the number of

branches within the pool, the distinction of active or standby redundancy,

the undetected failure rate, false alarm rate, and the minimum acceptable

level of repair. The final input is the name of the architectural file in

which all the above data is to be saved.

The scenario file is a file which retains data on the mission and the

basic run parameters. The scenario file consists of the following inputs:

- total operating time

- simultaneous functions (Yes/No)

- Failure Rate Scale Factor

- Scheduled Maintenance

- Repair Sequence (Series/Parallel)

- Various output options

- Mission phase list (Phase number, Length, Phase name,

Critical functions)

- name of the file to save all scenario file information.

The MIREM output is created after the data has been stored in "DATAIN"

and run in the "MIREM" program. The output is stored in "MIREM OUT".

There are eight output options. Any or all of these output options can be

selected to print out data. As stated above, the options are splected in

the scenario file. The eight output options are titled:

1) Phase-by-Phase Mission-Completion-Success-Probability (MCSP)
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2) Mean-Time-Between-Critical-Failure (MTBCF) Report

3) MCSP & Budget Output Option

4) Mean-Time-Between-Functional-Failure (MTBFF) Report

5) LRM/LRU Budget Report

6) Repair Policy Report

7) Testability Factors Report (BIT Option)

8) Testability Factors Report (BIT MTBCF Option)

The contents of the outputs are self-explanatory, but if further

information is desired consult the "Mission Reliability Model Users Guide"

(reference 23).

MIREM offers the user the following capabil'*ies and advantages:

- Cdn be used to evaluate a specific architecture under various repair

scenarios (i.e. deferred, immediate, scheduled/preventive

maintenance, repair at degraded level).

- Computes many reliability figures of ,,eri ji.e. mii-or u.ider various

repair scenarios, Reliability, Availability, MTTR, and Mean-Time-Be-

tween-Maintenance-Actions (MTBMA).

- Accounts for imperfect BIT and multifunctional shared resources.

- Low computation time for simple systems.

- Reliability block diagram input.
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Unfortunately, MIREM has the following disadvantages and limitations:

- MIREM documentation is confusing to a new user.

- The "DATAIN" data entry program is hard to use and learning it is time

consuming.

- "DATAIN" makes no provision for using the "group" feature of MIREM.

Groups must be inputted directly into an architectural file. Such a

feature is needed for modeling internal levels of redundancy greater

than two.

- Limited to ten mission phases and two redundant shared chains.

- Caution should be taken when using MIREM since it hasn't been formally

or fully verified. At times, certain features have been found to yield

inconsistent results. MIREM verification is currently being conducted

at RADC.
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2.5 REST

REST (REliability Simulation Tool) is a Monte Carlo simulation program

developed by engineers at the Rome Air Development Center. Given a fault

tolerant system configuration, component MTBFs, and repair rates, the REST

program calculates the system MTBCF, MTTR, reliability and availability.

Preliminary verification efforts have shown that the simulation results

are accurate to within 2% of the actual values.

REST also synthesizes reliability demonstration plans for fault

tolerant systems. This is useful because the reliability demonstration

plans in MIL-STD-781C are based on exponential failure distributions, so

they are invalid for systems with redundancy or fault tolerance since such

systems do not follow an exponential failure distribution.

REST can be used to model systems with the following attributes:

1. Full or partial standby redundancy

2. Multifunction operation

3. Complex series parallel configurations

4. Scheduled maintenance

The user describes the system by breaking it into sets. A set can be a

single component or it can be a group of N components of which M must be

functioning for the set to function. The user inputs MTBFs for each

component as well as other information which varies depending on the system

attributes chosen.
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If attribute 1 (full or partial standby redundancy) was chosen by the

user, a failurc rate ratio must be input for every set with two or more

components. This ratio is a number between 0 and 1 which defines the

failure rate of a component when it is in standby. For example, if a

component has an active failure rate of .001 failures per hour and a

standby failure rate ratio of .1, the standby failure rate will be .0001

failures per hour. A standby failure rate ratio of 0 indicates that there

can be no failures of components in standby. If a set employs fully active

redundancy, the standby failure rate ratio will be equal to 1.

If the system to be analyzed performs multiple functions, or if the

user wishes to study degraded modes of operation, the multifunction opera-

tion option can be invoked. For each set the user would define N, the

number of components in the set and also Ml, M2 **Mn , where:

M = Minimum number of components needed for the set to perform

function i

0 < Mi < N

n = Number of functions

REST will output MTBCF, reliability, and availability for each of the

system functions. REST automatically assumes the system is a straight

series combination of the defined sets unless attribute 3 - Complex series

parallel configuration is invoked. In this case, the user must specify

each of the ptssible paths of sets which allow for system operation.
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For example:

FIGURE 2-6

Sample System To Illustrate REST

This system contains five sets which may be individual components or

redundant groups of components, There are four functional paths for this

system. They are:

Path 1: Sets 1 and 4

Path 2: Sets 2 and 4

Path 3: Sets 2 and 5

Path 4: Sets 3 and 5

If functional paths are to be defined for a multifunction system, a

separate group of paths must be defined for each function.

Attribute 4: Scheduled Maintenance is invoked when the user wants to

simulate system repair at set intervals. This simulates the reliability of

a system which is periodically inspected and repaired.
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The user of REST has the option to calculate system mean-time-to-

repair and availability. To do this, MTTRs must be input for each

component. REST then simulates repair after every system critical

failure. Availability is calculated by dividing system uptime by the total

time. System MTTR is calculated by dividing the downtime by the number of

repair actions performed.

Another useful maintenance scenario possible for simulation is the

case of concurrent repair. This is when repair occurs whenever a component

fails and the system continues to function during the repair action. This

enhancement to the REST program is currently under development and should

be completed in the near future.

If the user wishes to formulate a reliability demonstration plan, REST

gives the following options:

1. Sequential tests where the user inputs the slope, intercepts

maximum number of failures and discrimination ratio.

2. Sequential tests where the user specifies which MIL-STD-781

test is to be used. (Tests Ic-VIIIc)

3. A fixed length test where the user inputs the maximum test

time, the maximum number of failures and the discrimination

ratio.

4. A fixed length test where the user specifies which MIL-STD-

781 test is to be used. (Tests IXc- XVIIc)
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REST will then simulate the reliability demonstration and calculate

the producer's and consumer's risks. For sequential tests, REST also

calculates the average times to reach an accept decision, a reject

decision, and the overall time to reach a decision. This allows the user

to try several demonstration plans to find the optimum solution, knowing

what the allowable risks and time constraints are.

REST offers the following capabilities and advantages:

- Handles full or partial standby redundancy.

- Handles complex configurations.

- Being a Monte Carlo simulation, the program offers a high

degree of flexibility.

- Can be used to simulate repairable systems.

Models multiple system functions.

However, the use of REST has the following limitations and disadvantages:

- Since REST is a Monte Carlo simulation, a small degree of

error results in the outputs.

- The program hasn't been completely verified.

- At this point in time, the users manual hasn't been

compl eted.

Efforts to verify, document, and add enhancements to the REST program are

currently ongoing at RADC.
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2.6 R&MA2T
2

The Reliability, Maintainability and Availability Analysis Trade-

off Tool (R&MA 2 T2 ) is a fault tolerant system analysis software package

that was developed by the Rome Air Development Center. The program is

designed to calculate the reliability parameters of repairable systems

with series-parallel configurations. To run the program, the user adds a

set of Fortran IV instructions which describe the system architecture,

repair rates, and failure rates. A knowledge of Fortran is helpful in

using the program, but not necessary. The instruction set is simple and

allows the user to describe any type of series-parallel system with ease.

After adding the instructions, the program is run as a whole and provides

the user with the system availability, steady state mean-time-between-

failure, mean repair.rate, and mean time to first failure.

The solution technique used by R&MA2 T2 is based on a series of

algorithms developed in RADC-TR-77-287, "A Redundancy Notebook", by Jerome

Klion (Reference 13). The algorithms of the program are an alternative to

the classical Markovian approach to the solution of redundant/fault tol-

erant system reliab ilty (which is also used for both repairable and non-

repairable systems). Instead, a set of general expressions is used to

describe the availability of series-parallel configurations. These

expressions are developed from probability equations based on the assump-

tion that all units have exponentially distributed times to failure. For

example, in the case of a two unit active redundant parallel system, the

steady state availability is calculated using the following equation:

U 2+2XV

Asys =
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Where:

11 repair rate

Xk = failure rate.

This equation is the limiting form of the probability that the system

is operational at any time t. This type of analysis is applied for similar

blocks which represent redundant subsystems and is then combined to

determine the overall system parameters. Because the expressions are not

time dependent and don't involve lengthy matrix calculations peculiar to

Markovian analysis, large systems can be solved quickly with relatively

small amounts of computer resources.

Inputs toR&MA2T 2 include system architecture, failure rates, and

repair rates. The Fortran instruction set basically defines each of these

parameters for each component or module in the system. Also included in

the instructions are calls to subroutines which calculate the reliabilit.

parameters of each parallel or series block in the system. For instance,

to calculate the failure rate of a parallel 2 out of 3 similar redundant

block (block "B"), the user would include the following instruction:

BF = CPARL (3,2).

The user would then use "BF" as the failure rate for block "B" at the end of

the instruction set when determining the system failure rate. No actual

calculations are required in the instruction set. Instead, the purpose of

the instructions is to define the variables in the system, and to define

the block and system parameters based on their architectures. The last
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instructions in the set describe the system in terms of the subsystem

blocks that have been built previously.

R&MA 2T2 outputs results for each subsystem block as well as overall

system results. Outputs are in the order of block input, and finish with

the system level evaluation. Included in the results are block steady

state failure rate, block steady state mean-time-between-failure, block

availability, block mean repair rate, and block mean time to first failure.

For those blocks that contain redundant elements, the program computes

state failure rates and state availabilities, where each state represents

a certain number of operational elements.

R&MA 2T2 is included in the Optimum Reliability and Component Life

Estimator (ORACLE), a reliability prediction program developed by the Rome

Air Development Center. ORACLE is a computerized version of MIL-HDBK-217

which calculates component level failure rates, and then calculates the

system failure rate for each module by a series analysis. These modules

can then be combined into a series-parallel system using R&MA2 T2 . A query

routine is provided which allows the user to build the system configuration

without having to insert the actual Fortran code. Unfortunately, in order

to use the query routine, the user must start at the part level to build

the system.

R&MA 2T2 offers the user the following cdpabilities and advantages:

- Ability to model repairable systems.
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Ability to model large systems with a large number of

parallel components.

Easy to change parameters for tradeoff analysis.

"seful o-o steady state analysiz Pvil;i~ity

Can be used in conjunction with ORACLE for analysis from part

to system level.

Solution time is very small.

However, the use of R&MA 2 T2 has the following limitations and dis-

advantages:

- Limited in scope to repairable systems with exponentially

distributed times to failure and time to repair.

- Instruction set can be tedious for large systems.

- Cannot model complex paths, standby redundancy, or preventive

maintenance scenarios.

- No provision for imperfect fault coverage.
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3.0 EXAMPLE MODELING APPLICATIONS

This section provides some sample fault tolerant system reliabilty

analyses that were conducted using the RADC Fault Tolerant System Reli-

ability Evaluation Facility. The purpose here is to further illustrate the

capabilities of the facility.

The following system analyses are found within:

1. CARE III is used to model a rather complex digital flight

control system. The system is hypothetical and was created to illustrate

many of the CARE III features.

2. HARP is used to compute the reliability of a remote radar

subsystem with imperfect fault handling and coverage.

3. REST is used here to demonstrate the effects of two different

maintenance philosophies for the same system.

4. R&MA 2T2 is used to determine the steady state availability,

MTBF, MTTR and Mean-Time-To-First-Failure (MTTFF) of a Local Area Network

(LAN) that is part of a world wide command and control system.
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3.1 MODELING A DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM USING CARE III

System Description

r ; re 3-, dzpIts L, C,,. juatioi of the examp e systeia. The ,r-: t

stage consists of three inertial reference sensors arranged in a 2 out of 3

voting sche-ne, followed by a voting circuit which relays the sensor signals

to the digital computer ztage.

2 ou of 3 2 out of 3

Le gend

IRS - Inertial Reference Sensor

Vot A - Voter A

Comp- Computer

Sp - Spare

Hyd - Hydraulic Subsystem

Act- Actuator

Figure 3-1

Digital Flight Control System Reliability Block Diagram
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The digital computers and their associated buses are also arranged in a

2 out of 3 voting configuration. There is one spare computer and one spare

bus which can be brought on line in the event of a fault in one of the

original units. A second voting circuit follows the bus stage, to relay

signals to the control surface actuators.

The mechanical portion of the system consists of four pairs of control

surface actuators and three hydraulics subsystems. Each hydraulics sub-

system consists of a hydraulic pump and two independent sets of hydraulic

lines. The system is configured so that each set of four actuators is

powered by one of these hydraulics subsystems. The third hydraulic sub-

system is a redundant set which can power either or both actuator sets.
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Fault Handling Models

All stages of the system will exhibit perfect fault handling char-

acteristics with the exception of the computer and bus stages. Each of

these will exhibit permanent, transient and intermittent faults. The

parameters of the fault handling models are listed in Tdble 3-1.

Table 3-1

Fault Handling Model Parameters For Digital Flight Control System

FAULT COMPUTER BUS TRANSIENT INTERMITTENT

TYPE PERMANENT PERMANENT (BUS OR COMP) (BUS OR COMP)

0.0 0.0 36000 2100

0.0 0.0 0.0 3000

6 360 10000 360 360

p 180 0.0 180 180

E 3600 0.0 3600 3600

Pa 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Pb 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

C .999 1.0 1.0 1.0

Footnote: Parts of this example are taken from examples in:

NASA Tech Memo 4011 "Tutorial and Hands-On Demonstration of a Fluent

Interpreter for CARE III", by A.L. Martensen and S.J. Bavuso, Nov 87.
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Fault Occurrence Models

The hydraulic subsystems and control surface actuators are modeled

using Weibull failure distributions. This will simulate wearout, which is

common in mechanical components. All other stages in the system are

electronic, therefore, they are modeled usiig exponential failure

distributions. The parameters of the fault occurrence models are listed in

table 3-2.

Table 3-2

Fault Occurrence Model Parameters For Digital Flight Control System

STAGE FAULT HANDLING X W

MODEL (Failures/Hr)

Inert. Ref. Sensor (None) 1.5xlO "5  1.0

Voter A (None) 2.0xlO08  1.0

Dig. Computer Computer Perm. 2.4xi0 °4  1.0

Transient 3.6x10-3  1.0

Intermittent l.6x10°4  1.0

Computer Bus Bus Perm. 2.7xi0 "6  1.0

Transient 6.2xi0 °4  1.0

Intermittent 3.7x10-6  1.0

Voter B (None) 2.0xlO -8  1.0

Hydraulics Mod. (None) l.0x10-4  1.3

Hydraulics Submod. (None) 2.0xlO "7  1.2

Actuators (None) 3.7xi0"5  1.1
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System Fault Tree

Figure 3-2 shows the system fault tree, which is used to describe all

the possible combinations of stage failures which can lead to system

failure. If any of the events leading into the OR gate at the top (#37)

occur, the system will fail. Input events 1 thru 5 are the failure of the

inertial reference sensor stage, the computer stage, the bus stage, and the

two voting circuits. Each of the AND gates (#33-#36), and the events

leading into them, depict the possible failure combinations which will

cause the loss of both actuators of a pair (and therefore, system failure).

The loss of all three nydraulics sets will also trigger the AND gates. It

should be noted that fault tree notation is the only way to model this

configuration. It would be impossible to model this system using software

which only models series, parallel, and m out of n configurations.
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34Q35
20A -/\ 2L Z 2 ( I I P

I, T

Legend

1 Input Fvent, failure of stage i

Stages

1. Inertial Reference Sensors 9. Control Actuator Al

2. Voting Circuit A 10. Control Actuator A2

3. Digital Computers 11. Control Actuator Bl

4. Cumputer Buses 12. Control Actuator B2

5. Voting Circuit B 13. Control Actuator Cl

6. Hydraulics Set A 14. Control Actuator C2

7. Hydraulics Set B 15. Control Actuator Dl

8. Hydraulics Set C 16. Control Actuator D2

-1  "f"or" gate - occurrence of any input event causes output event

- "and" gate - occurrence of all input events causes output

XE? event x.

Figure 3-2

System Fault Tree For Digital Flight Control System
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Critical Pairs Fault Tree

The computer and bus stages of this system are susceptible to
critically paired failures. If two of the three on-line computers
experience faults before the spare computer can be brought on line, the
voting circuit will not reach a majority vote and the system will fail.
The same is true if two of the three on-line buses fail before configura-
tion occurs.

Another type of critically coupled failures are those which occur
between stages. If a fault occurs in a bus and in one of the two on-line
computers not connected to that bus before reconfiguration occurs, there
will be two bad signals entering the voting circuit, which will cause
system failure. The fault tree representation of these critical pairs is
shown in Figure 3-3. This is needed any time there are critical pairs
present.

Legend
i - Input Event - failure of

15 3 16module i
1. Computer A
2. Computer B
3. Computer C

, . Buf L4. Spare Computer

5. Bus A6. Bus B

7. Bus C

8. Spare Bus

"or" gate - occurrence of any input event causes the output
event x.

XQ "and" gate - occurrence of all input events causes the output
event x.

, "2 out of 3" gate - occurrence of any 2 input events cause the
output event x.

Figure 3-3

Fault Tree Representation For Critical Pairs
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Input/Output

The following was input into the CARE III program:

Failures rates as shown in Table 3-1

mission time = 20 hrs

Fault error handling models and fault tree descriptions

Figure 3-4 Illustrates output of the CARE III program.
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3UM AR Y I NF R I MT I a N

(HOURS) 0 U M p U M P. I U M

1 0. 00000100 O. 0000.*,O0 0. 000003[00 0 00000-.002 9 603921-03 2. 09330E-09 3. 9224q-LO 2 4655SE-09a . 960789-02 5 410235-09 7.647006-10 4. 19051-09
4 2. 941 E-02 9. &26149-"9 1. 172E-09 94 80351i-09
5 3. 92s$79-02 1. 106941-04 1. 37024-0 1. 343943-00
4 4.90196E-02 1. 511071-04 I. 963E-09 1.7074 11-047 3.608225-02 1. 85211-04 2. 354741-0-P 2. 07009l-02a 4. 04275E-02 2. 159251-O0 2. 750349-09 2. 4343-'04q 7. 14314E-02 2. 43463-06 3. 14420E-09 2. 79790E-00
10 9. 90392-02 3. 131741-04 3. 92171-09 3. 525011-04
11 1. 176473t-01 3. 7130003-03 4. 722191-0 4. 25222-0612 1.37255E-O! 4. 4225r-.04i . 512763-09 4. 97953E-0613 1. 564E3-01 5. 074503-04 4.304499-09 5. 7045E1-0"14 1. 744711-01 5. 724749-04 7. 09"341-" 6. 434473-04is 1.940763-01 4. 3729-06 7. 6933-O 7. 14211E-04

16 2. 1543-01 7.02121E-04 6. 68444-09 7. 849043-0417 2. 352941-01 7. 4"943E-06 9. 44129"09 8. 617"2-061 2. 745OE-01 U. 94546E-O6 1. 10 3-06 1. 0072E-0719 3. 13726E-01 1. 024231-07 1. 26813[-0o 1. 13041-0720 3. 529413-01 1. 135671-07 1. 42033-08 1. 29675E-07

21 3.921573[-01 1. 2853-07 1. 590m<- 1. 44451E-0722 4. 31373-0 1 1. 415141-07 1 7519"-00 1. 59033E-0723 4.7056SE-01 1. 544773-07 L 91433E-06 L 7'1420E-0724 5. 0944-3-0 1. 474401-07 Z 077234-06 1. 614E-0725 S. 490203-01 1. 60401E-07 2. 24097f-04 2. 026133-07

24 6. 27451E-01 2. 04326-07 2. 57012t-04 2. 32030E-0727 7. 08929-01 2. 3=521E-07 2. 90194E-04 2. 612723-072@ 7. 843141-01 2. 5617&E-07 3. 224563-08 2. 903419-0729 6. 4274531-Ot 2. 8409SE-07 3. 57407E-06 3. 19639E-0730 9.41176E-01 3. 100203-07 3.914"E3-06 3 49144E-07

31 1. 01941E00 3.35941E-07 4.25623-00 - 3. 70523E-0932 1.904E.00 3. 61161E-07 4.4051;3-06 4. 07912E-0733 1. 174479-00 3. 07700-07 4. 9553E-00 4. 37334E-0734 1.33 3.00 4.3 94151-07 5. 644429-00 4. 962803-0735 L.490209.00 4.9t1446-07 6.39=92-00 5. 55370E-07
U4 1. 44704E-00 . 4327&E-07 7. 13372E-04 4. 14414E-0737 1. 80329.00 5. 951026-07 7. 091723-00 4. 74019E-0734 1. 96076.00 6. 46924E-07 0. "4713E-0 7. 33595E--0739 2. 1176SE00 6. 98742-07 9. 4607E-06 7 923SOE-0740 2. 27451E+00 7. 50557E-07 1. 0273E-07 8. 53293E-0741 2. 43137.0Q0 8.02369E-07 1 11062E-07 9. 13421E-0742 2. 745101-.00 9. 05902 -07 1. 232493-07 I 03433E-04
42 3. 0S32-1.0 1. 00953-04 1.465333-07 1. 15612E1-0444 3.37255E-00 1. 

1
13173-Oh 1.64431-07 1. .7885E-0645 3. 44711.00 1. 216746-04 1. 030630-07 1. 402601-0

44 4 000003.00 1.320309-o& 2 07133-07 1 52,431-0647 4. 31373E-00 1. 423041-06 i. 295721-07 1. 633411-0446 4. 62745 -0 1. 52737t-0 2. 53232JI-07 1. 7900C-06
49 4.94111'.00 1. 430096-0 2. 7813E-07 1. 909071-0"
s0 5. 56863E00 1. 83701-A" 3.322101-07 2. 17009E-04
SI 6. 19601.00 2. 044=E3-"4 3. 921533-07 2. 434q73-0432 6. 82253. 00 2. 25170E--o& 4. ,5547E-07 2. 710249-"453 7. 45093.00 2. 438321-0 5. 318651-07 2. 190391-0654 2. 07843E.00 2. 6652M1.-o 4. 126261-07 3. 27"792-06
35 6. 7058100 2. 07201f.04 7.01315.07 3. 57322-0

54 9. 333E31.00 3. 076479-.06 7. 9"4376-07 3. 677I03-0637 9 96078E.c* 3. 
2

3273L-o 9. 04490E-07 4. 169749-0438 1. 121371[. 3.698211.-0 1. 1453"-0& 4. 64347E--03q 1. 247041-0 1 4. 111121.-0 1. 42703-06 5. 5363J-0440 1.37235.01 4. 523723-o& 1. 755739-04 4. 2"7441-.0

61 1.493043.01 4. 
9

3&m0- 2. 1329,3-04 7. 0490713-0&42 1. 62315301 5. 34822t-04 2. 543441-04 7. 9 %1149-0643 I. 749023.01 5. 74013E-04 3. 05032-04 .8610961-0444 I 674511.01 6. 17)3 -0 3. 5901-04 9. 9 .77063E-0665 2.000003-0. A. 
5 0

2.ohE 4.211906-06 1.079511-05

4 AP-M EXACTLY K %TAcES HAYV FAI3 BY 2o o00000oiSTA.E HOURS. PORTION O THE UNILIALITY CAUSED BY:
FAILUJRES

FAULT HANIdLINO EXMAUSTION OF MODUL..ES
0 6. 563263-0& 0. 00 E01-00
I x 3.479401-0.2 x 5. 302183E-07
3 z 1.92481E-09
4 x 2. 44414-12
5 x 6. 0187E-18

TOTA. SYSTEM LUNILIAIILIry AT 2. O0000o01 Hous . 1. 079511--05

Figure 3-4

CARE III Output For Digital Flight Control System Analysis
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Figure 3-4 illustrates Q sum - the unreliability due to improper fault

handling, and P sum - the unreliability due to exhaustion of models. Q sum

+ P sum equals the total unreliability. Outputs were generated at 65 steps

ranging from t=O to t=20 hours. Also provided are unreliabilities for each

stage of the system. The total system unreliability is printed at the

bottom.
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3.2 MODELING A FAULT TOLERANT RADAR SYSTEM USING HARP

A simplified radar remote subsystem has been chosen to demonstrate the

use of HARP in the determination of fault tolerant system reliability. The

system is a simple version of what might be found at an antenna site of a

radar system. It is assumed that no repair occurs on the system for this

demonstration. Repair could be included by modeling the system with a

Markov chain, but this would involve a much larger model than observed

here. Because a nonrepairable system is the one under study, a fault tree

can be used to describe the system architecture. When converted to a

Markov chain by HARP, this system consists of 40 independent Markov states.

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show the reliability block diagram and resulting fault

tree for the system. As can be seen, the redundant power supplies are an

example of dissimilar redundancy. This is easily handled by the fault tree

Fault/Occurrence Repair Model (FORM) utilized by HARP.

2/3

1/2 1/2

.MODEM

(COMMERCIAL -PROCESSOR

HANTENNA I MODEM i

P O W E R , -.

RESERVE) i PROCESSOR I MODEM

Figure 3-5

Radar System Reliability Block Diagram (RBD)
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101 
MIE

9

6 7 8

31

Figure 3-6

Fault Tree Corresponding To Figure 3-5 RBD

The fault tree was created to describe the series-parallel configura-

tion of the system. All components are basic events denoted by circles

with the component type listed inside. In this diagram type 1 corresponds

to the commercial power supply, type 2 to the reserve power supply, type 3

to the antenna, type 4 to the remote processor and type 5 to the modems.

Multiple parallel units are described with one circle (for similar

redundancy) enclosing the replication factor times the component type.

"And" gates are used for parallel units indicating that all components must

fail before the parallel block fails. "Or" gates are used for series units

indicating that any failure will cause failure of the series block. Each
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node is numbered for use in identification during data input and

interpretation of results. For this system, the parallel combinations of

power supplies and remote processors feed into "and" gates, while the

modems feed into a "2/3" gate, indicating that 2 modems must be operational

for operation of the parallel block. In turn, the series combination feeds

into a "or" gate which ultimately leads to system failures.

Each component type has a specific failure rate as well as the defini-

tion of its fault handling properties. HARP offers the user a wide variety

of Fault/Error Handling Models (FEHM's) in order to approximate the fault

coverage or switching characteristics of a system. This enables the user

to choose a FEHM based on his knowledge of the system. Each component type

has a unique FEHM to account for its specific fault handling abilities.

Tables 3-3, 3-4 and 3-5 list the FEHM and associated parameters for the

power supplies, processors and modems respectively. The tables are

listings of the textual files created by HARP that define the FEHM for each

component type. Files are created allowing the user to easily change

parameters for tradeoff analysis. These FEHM's were selected for

demonstra tiun purposes, but in the case of a real system, the FEHM's would

be selected based on data collected for each component in the system.
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DISTRIBUTICN3 AND PPO2AILITIES

TRAiNSIENT RESTORATION EXIT:

EXIT PROBABILITY: 0.990O0OOO0c,.

nISTRIBUTIGN TYPE: CONSIANT
VALUE. 0. I0000000+01

RECONFICURATION COVERAGE EXIT

EXIT PROBABILITY: 0.850OOD-O1
DISTRIBUTION TYPE: EXP
RATE: 0. 

5 0 0
000D-00

SINGLE POINT FAILURE EXIT;'

EXIT PROBABILITY 0. 1500OOOOD-02
DISTRIBUTION TYPE. UrIF
LOWER LIMIT 0. 3OOaoOOO-00
UPPER LIMIT: 0. lOOOOOOOD OI

Table 3-3

Power Supply FEHM

PROBABILIT:E3. AND. MOMENTS

TRANSIENT RESTORATION EXIT:

EXIT PROBABILITY: .9800
FIRST ,IOMEiIT OF TIME TO EXIT .3000
SECOND MOiIENT OF TIME TO EXIT: . 5000
THIRD MOMENT OF TIME TO EXIT: 6000

aRECONFIGURATION COVERAGE EXIT:

EXIT PROBABILITY: .1OOOE-O1
FIRST MOMENT OF TIME TO EXIT 4000
SECOND MOMENT OF TIME TO EXIT: .6000
T14IRD MOMENT OF TIME TO EXIT: .7000

SINGLE POINT FAILURE EXIT:

EXIT PROBABILITY: IOOOE-O1
FIRST MOMENT OF TIME TO EXIT: .1Q,00

SECOND MOMENT Cr TIME TO EXIT- 2000
THIRD MOMENT OF TIME TO EXIT: 3000

Table 3-4

Remote Processor FEHM
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AR1ES. TRANSIENT. RECOVERY. MODEL

PROBABILITY THAT FAULT IS TRANSIENT 0. 80000000D+O0

MEAN DURATION OF TRANS!ENT FAULT 0. 1000000D--Oi

PRJBABILITY T,-AT FAL'LT IS CATASTROPHIC 0. I000000OD-03

NUMBER OF TRANSIENI RECOVERY PHASFS 3
PHASE I DURATION: 0.200000001)-02 EFFECTIVENESS: 0. 500000001nioO
PHASE 2 DURATION: 0. 50000000D-02 EFFECTIVENESS: 0 600000)11;00
PHASE 3 DURATION: 0 30000000D-01 EFFECTIVENESS: 0. 70000000 .-O0

COVERACE OF PERMANENT FAULT: 0. 95000000D+00

Table 3-5

Modem FEHM

For the power supply, the Distribution and Probabilities FEHM was

selected. The probability of a transient fault is .99, while the

probability of successful reconfiguration given a permanent fault is .15.

No FEHM was used for the antenna since this is a nonredundant unit. The

remote processor was modelled with the Probabilities and Moments FEHM,

which gives moments in time and exit probabilities for transient restora-

tion, successful reconfiguration, and single point failure. The modems'

coverage is represented by an Automated Reliability Interactive Estimation

System (ARIES) transient fault recovery model This model goes through a

user defined number of transient recovery phases with varying probabili-

ties of success. If all phases are completed without success, then a

permanent recovery process is initiated with a user defined probability of

success.
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The HARP program was run on this system for a period of 240 hours, with

a phase by phase analysis at 60 hour intervals. The failure rate of the

commercial power supply is .2 x 10 4 failures/hr, for the reserve power

supply .35 x 1O" 2 failures/hr, for the antenna .1 x lO- 4 failures/hr for

the remote processors .24 x 1O-2 failures/hr and for the modem .36 x 10-2

failures/hr. Because the system does not include repair, the reliability

declines with time which is easily observed from the phase-by-phase

results which are shown in Table 3-6. These results are also placed in a

file as x and y coordinates which can be used to plot reliability as a

function of time. The state probabilities refer to the system failures

according to component type, single point failure, and near coincident

failure. For instance, "F3" is the probability of system failure due to

Ovh~"!,tC% nf conmponent type 3, the antenna.

Included in Table 3-7 are the results of a HARP run on the same system

using no fault coverage. Comparison reveals a significant different in

system reliability. The reliability of the system with no fault coverage

is lower than the system that includes FEHM's, due to the fact that the

FEHM's allow for the possibility of transient faults which can be corrected

prior to component failure.
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Time: 0. 600D*O

S-ate Probabilities and Giooal Errors:

Stat, name: F3 0.57916732D-03 0.390-17
State name: F2 0.95041372D-06 0. 150-13

State name: Fl 0. I0170925D-05 0. 100-13

Stte name: F4 O. ie05648D-03 0.260-16
Statc name: F5 0. 05685076D-01 0. 3-D-14

qtate name: FSPF 0.20407116D-01 0. 1S-1

State name: FNCF 0.91561048D-07 0.30D-21

Reliability = 0.91313853D+00
Unreliability = 0. 86861475D-01

Total failure by redundancy exhaustion = 0.66454267D-01

Total single point failure probability = 0.204071160-01

Near-coincident failure probability = 0.91581048D-07

Maximum global error = 0.47D-14

Time 0. 120D+03

State Probabilities and Global Errors:

State name: F3 0. I083640D-02 0 760-16

State name: F2 0.32338093D-0 0. i01D-17

Satz name- F1 0. 368613640-05 0. icO-i
7

,-ite name: F4 0 652713600-33 0 3D-s
St: nanme: F5 0 20013540D+00 0 73D-13

St ae ncame: F7P F 0 34366227D-O1 0 470-15

State namre: FNCF 0. 1 6=2067D-06 0 '&D-20

2eliabil3rt = 0.7637S487D4-00
Uneliabilitu = 0.23624513D+00

T, Zi Failure byI reuunaanu exhaustion 0 O18-37-1-CC

.'tal single po:nt ?aliure probabil0t. = 0. 34366227D-.
-r-coinciderit failurr pr;abilty = 0 1b22_07CD-0.

- iimum Clr'bal e'ror = 0 °SD-12

Table 3-6

Results of HARP Analysis on the Remote Radar System

with Imperfect Fault Coverage
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rime O. 130D03
'Etate Probabllitles and Global Errors:

Stste name: F3 O. 1494205SD-O2 0. 310-15

St.ate name: F' 0 60551409D-05 0 26L-17

State name: Fl 0. 73109633D-05 0.47D-17

State name: F4 0 12440793D-02 0. 62D-15
State name: F5 3. 34690604D+00 0.31D-12

Stzte name: FSPF 3.43384338D-01 0.25D-14

State name: FNCF 0.21767000D-06 0.21D-19

Reliability = 0.60645713D+00
Unreliaoility - 0.39354282D+00

Total failure by redundancy exhaustion = 0.34965777D+00

lotal single point failure probability = 0.43884833D-01

Near-coincident failure probability = 0.21767800D-06

Maximum global error - 0.40D-12

Time: 0. 240D+03
State Probabilities and global Errors-

State name- F3 0. 18146931D-02 0.64D-15

State name: F2 0. 88e648454D-05 0. 16D-17

State name: Fl 0. 11270696D-04 0. 56D-'7

State name: F4 0. 184996970-02 0. 1 7C-I1

State name: F5 0.430699800-C0 0 67-.'
State name: FSPF 0. 5035746ID-O1 0. '7D-la
State name: FNCF 0. 25609070-06 0 40Z-?

Rei!abilitu = 0 465Z5769DM00
Unreliabilitj = 0. 5347431D4-0O

Total failure bq redunaancy exhaust:on = 0.43433,59D+00

-z:. sinqe vn 'aiure probatbility = 0 50357
4olD-01

,ar-coincluanc -lure probpoiiity = 0 25803q07D-06

Table 3-6 Continued
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Ti me: O 6OOD-02
State Probabilities and Global Errors:

State name F3 0. 57475377D-03 0 490D-17

State nain2. F2 0. I0O02731D-03 0.1_7D-16

State name: F1 0. 11035351D-03 0 23D-16

State name: F' 0. 1705ZO45D-01 0.37D-14

State name: F5 0.9765S?6SD-01 0.35D-14

Reliability = 0.83450085D+00

Unreliability = 0.11549915D+00

Total failure by redundancy oxhaustion = 0. 11549915D+00
Total single point failure probability = O.O0000000D+0

Maximum global error = 0. 17D-12

Time: 0. 120D+03
State Probabilities and Global Errors:

State name: F3 0. 104"-632D-02 0.90D-6

State name: F2 0.31363745D-03 0. 12D-15

State name: Fl 0.35333327D-03 0. 160-15

State name: F4 0 52905706D-01 0 14D-13

State name: F5 0.27447627D+00 0 86D-13

Reliability = 0.67090333D O0

Unr3liabxlity = 0 "90966D--00

Total failure by redundanc, exhaustion = O.32909667D00

Total single point faiiure probability = 0 O00000C0OD-CO

m-aximum global error = O. 1ID-lI

Timp: 0. I00+03
St .e Prababili-ias and global Errors.

State name. F3 0. 13ezS.32D-02 0. 15D-15

S!ate name F2 0 5 227750D-03 0 C'-Ib
State name Fl 0 63200917D-03 0 30D-i
State name F4 0.9023739*70-01 0 100-13
State name F5 0 439929OD C0 0 !6D-12

cl~bili =C J671943D-0

Jnrelicbi 0, 5330257U+00

Total Failure bw redundantu exihaustion = 0 5 320D'i .

1o)al single point failure probability = 0 GOOCOOOOD00

fizimum global error = 0 90D-12

Ti.ne 0 240D+03

State Probabilities and Global Errors

State name: F3 0. 161;4295D-02 0 12D-15

State name: FZ? 0 68356758D-03 0 21D-15

State name- Fl 0 3690919D-03 0 120-15

State name F4 0 1214dl2lD+00 0 25D-13

State name: F5 0 5672175D+00 0. 14D-12

Peliability = C 3C31319D+00

.3 rb : i j .n ' e i ,3 5 60 
'

,.-31 3.,r4, point Pailjre pro~aoiiit = 0 O.COOO00D-C'O

Table 3-7

Results of HARP Analysis on the Remote RADAR System

With Perfect Fault Coverage
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3.3 MODELING A MULTIFUNCTION SYSTEM UNDER DIFFERENT REPAIR PHILOSOPHIES

USING REST

The following example demonstrates how REST can be used to compare the

effects of two different maintenance philosophies for the same system. The

system in question consists of five identical sets, each consisting of an

active component and a redundant component in standby. Figure 3-7 shows

the system configurat-ion and Figure 3-8 shows the confijuration of each

set.

i7

SET________ SET

Figui-e 3-7 System Configuration

Comp. Ai = Active Comp. of Set i

Comp. Si = Standby Comp. of Set.

S.j

Figure 3-8 - Set Configuration
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REST is used to compare the system availabilities when the following

two maintenance philosophies are employed:

Maintenance Philosophy 1: The system is shut down and all failed

components are repaired or replaced whenever a system critical failure

occurs.

Maintenance Philosophy 2: The system is shut down and all failed

components are repaired or replaced whenever any one of the five redundant

sets fails.

This is accomplished by describing the system to REST as a multi-

function system. "Function 1" is described by the system's operational

configuration as shown in Figure 3-7. "Function 2" is representd by

arranging the five redundant sets in a series configuration, as shown in

Figure 3-9.

13

Figure 3-9 - "Function 2" Configuration

A separate simulation is run for each maintenance philosophy. To

compute the system availability under maintenance philosophy #1, REST is

instructed to simulate repair after every failure of "Function 1" (system

failure). To compute the system availability under maintenance philosophy
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#2, REST is instructed to simulate repair after every failure of "Function

2" (failure of any set).

This is just one example of the many types of tradeoff analyses which

will be possible in the very near future when the development of REST is

complete.
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3.4 MODELING A LOCAL AREA NETWORK (LAN) SYSTEM USING R&MA
2T2

The system presented here to demonstrate the use of R&MA 2T2 is a Local

Area Network (LAN) which is part of a world wide Command and Control System

(CCS). The system is repairable and includes an approximate Administra-

tive and Logistics Downtime (ALDT) for each component. This ALDT was added

to the Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR) to determine the overall repair rate.

The functional flow diagram is shown in Figure 3-10 and the system

reliability block diagram and other related data in Figure 3-11.

The following acronyms are used in the Figures.

AMPE - Automated Message Processing Equipment

CUP - Common User Processor

IV - Interface Unit

IMP - Interface Message Processor

DDN - Defense Data Network

CC/SM - Control Center Security Monitor

WS IU - Work Station Interface Unit

TG - Transmission Group

CP - Cable Plant

TS - Terminal Server

ECP - External Communications Processor

DC - Disolay Consoles

ICP - Internal Communications Processor

SC - Storage Controller

DASD - Direct Access Storage Disk

MTSS - Magnetic Tape Subsystem
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LAN Reliabiitya Block Diagram
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Each site of the CCS consists of a LAN and a common user processor

(CUP) group. The LAN provides both intrasite communications and access to

intersite communications. As part of the LAN, there are workstations which

are used for local processing as well as accessing information from the

CUP. There are 50 workstations of which 43 are necessary at all times.

The CUP accesses information from remote sites which are very similar to

this system. The system also contains a control center/security monitor

which is employed for control functions and security policy. The last 7

sets of blocks on the reliability block diagram correspond to the "CUP

Group" block on the functional flow diagram.

An advantage of R&MA 2T2 is its ability to model large systems with

repair such as this example problem. This system also includes dissimilar

redundancy, as shown in the final block of Figure 3-11, which is easily

modeled with this program. The Fortran code used to model this block is

shown in Figure 2-12.

BLOCK (1) = -Ql"

FAI = .0002857
FA2 = .0001923
RAl = .395
RA2 = .429
QlF = SERIES (2)
QlR = SREP
QlM = SMTF
BLOCK (1) = -Q'
FAl = QlF
FA2 = .0002857
RAl = QlR
RA2 = .395
QF = PARL (2,1)
QR = SREP
QM = SMTF

Figure 3-12

Sample R&MA 2T2 Coding
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Block "QI" is defined as the top section of the block with the 2 components

MTSSI and MTSS2. The failure and repair rates FAI, FA2, RAl, and RA2 are

then defined by the first 4 Fortran statements. QlF is the failure rate

for the series combination of the two components, while QIR and QIM are the

repair rate and mean time to failure of the combination. Block "Q" is the

entire parallel block, including the series combination and the single

component MTSSI. The failure rate for the top section is defined as QIF

from the previous section, and the repair rate for the top section is

defined as QlR. The failure rate for the parallel block uses the PARL

function for a I of 2 configuration with dissimilar redundancy.

Figure 3-13 is an example of the output provided by R&MA 2 T2 . This

figures shows the results for block "Q" and for the CCS system "S".

R&MA2T 2 provides results in the same form for every block in the series

system. The 3 states provided for block "Q" refer to the times when the

bottom half is operational, the top half is operational, or the whole block

is operational. This is reflected in the state configurations shown.
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REL. PRED. OF BLOCK Q

OPERATIONAL STATE INFO.

REQUIRING 1 OPERATIONAL BRANCHES

STATE STATE FAILURE RATE STATE AVAILABILITY STATE CONFIG.

1 0.285700E-03 0.116964940E-02 0 1
2 0.478000E-03 0.721922370E-03 1 0
3 O. OOOOOOE+00 0.998107582E+00 1 1

BLOCK STEADY STATE FR. *** 1 OPERATIONAL BRANCHES=.-o?,792428 3E-06

BLOCK STEADY STATE MTBF. =0. 147221572E+07

BLOCK AVAILABILITY = 0.999999154E+00

BLOCK MEAN REPAIR RATE = 0.8302896072E+00

BLOCK MEAN TIME TO FIRST FAILURE IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER IHAN
0. 147352514E-07

REL. PRED. OF BLOCK S

BLOCK STEADY STATE FR. = 0. 672146459E-03

BLOCK STEADY STATE MTBF. =0. 148777099E+04

BLOCK AVAILABILITY = 0.998461396E 00

BLOCK MEAN REPAIR RATE = 0.436182739E+00

BLOCK MEAN TIME TO FIRST FAILURE IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER lHAN ==

0. 148931846E+04

Figure 3-13

LAN R&MA 2A2T Output
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4.0 OTHER RELIABILITY MODELING TOOLS FOR FAULT TOLERANT SYSTEMS/TOOL

SURVEY

Research was conducted to survey other existing tools developed for

computing the reliability characteristics of fault tolerant systems.

There are numerous tools scattered around in Government, industry and

academia for this purpose. This section outlines our initial efforts of

surveying and searching for those existent in the field. Some of the tools

listed below will be explored further for inclusion in the RADC Fault

Tolerant System Reliability Evaluation Facility. This section is also

aimed at providing a "dictionary" of fault tolerant system reliability

modeling tools. Listed below in alphabetical order are short summaries of

many of the existent tools:

1. ARIES - Automated Reliability Interactive Estimation Systems

Developer/Sponsor: Ng and Arizienis of UCLA

Model/Solution Type: Homogoneous Markov

Abstract: Written in "C" language. Models repairable and non-

repairable systems. Accounts for transient fault recovery and

scheduled preventive maintenance. Outputs include R(t), MTFF,

system failure rate, subsystem reliability contributions, reli-

ability improvement factors resulting from redundancy and various

state probabilities.
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2. ARM - Automated Reliability Modeling

Developer/Sponsor: Liceaga and Siewiorek of Carnegee Mellon

University

Model/Solution Type: Markov Model Generator

Abstract: This tool is presently under development. ARM will

generate reliability and availability Markov models for arbitrary

interconnection structures at the processor-memory-switch (pms)

level. The ARM output will be a file containing state transition

matricies of which can be used to serve as input to other evalua-

tion programs.

3. ASSIST - Abstract Semi-Markov Specification Interface to the SURE Tool

Developer/Sponsor: R. Butler of NASA Langley

Model/Solution Type: Markov Model Generator

Abstract: ASSIST allows the user to specify the behavior rules of

a model and then generates the semi-Markov model automatically.

The semi-Markov model output of ASSIST is formatted so that it can

be used for input to the SURE program (see below). For programs

requiring a different form of input than SURE, a simple program

could be written to modify the model description file.
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4. CAME - Computer Aided Markov Evaluator

Developer/Sponsor: Charles Stark Draper Laboratory

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: CAME is a relatively new computer-aided engineering tool

that takes as input a graphical representation of the system and

its operating requirements and automatically generates the Markov

reliability model for analysis.

5. CARE III - Computer-Aided Reliability Estimation

Developer/Sponsor: Codeveloped by NASA Langley and Raytheon

Company

Model/Solution Type: Semi-Markov Analysis

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN under VMS. Models nonrepairable

systems only. Accounts for imperfect fault handling, i.e.

probabilities associated with fault detection, fault generation,

single point failures, permanent, transient and intermittent

faults. Outputs include R(t), various other state probabilities.
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6. CRAFTS - Computer-Aided Reliability and Availability Analysis of Fault

Tolerant Systems

Developer/Sponsor: C.S. Raghavendra of Raghavendra and Associates

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: CRAFTS grew out of research done on the ARIES tool. Can

model both repairable and nonrepairable systems. Models large

systems, imperfect coverage, dependencies among subsystems and

multilevel redundancy. Outputs include MTFF, MTBF, R(t), Avail-

ability and Safety. An interesting feature is that input specifi-

cation can be by one of 3 ways: configuration and failure rate

parameters; symbolic reliability block diagrams; or Markov state

diagrams with transition rate matrices.

7. DEEP - Duke Evaluator for Extended Stochastic Petri Nets

Developer/Sponsor: Duke University

Model/Solution Type: Extended Stocha:tic Petri Nets

Abstract: No data
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8. FASTER - Fault Tolerant Architecture Simulation Tool for Evaluating

Reliability

Developer/Sponsor: Sanders Associates for RADC contract

Model/Solution Type: Monre Carlo Simulation

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. Models repairable and non-

repairable systems. Uses a constraint directed assistant concept

for systom specification. Flexibility allows for modeling of most

traits and scenarios inherent to fault tolerance. Outputs include

R(t), MTFF, Avail, MTBCF or others which can be computed by tailor-

ing program to needs. Program is brand new.

9. FTC - Fault Tree Compiler

Developer/Sponsor: NASA Langley and NASA Washington

Model/Solution Type:

Abstract: FTC was designed to provide the user with a tool which

can readily describe even the largest fault tree and then calcu-

late the probability of the top event in the tree. The motivation

of FTC began when it was observed thdt CARE III was being used to

solve fault trees. FTC is a newer and faster method of solving

fault trees.
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10. GRAMP - Generalized Reliability atid Maintainability Program

Developer/Sponsor: Systems Control Technology

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. Models repairable and non-

repairable systems. Accounts for imperfect coverage, preventive

miintenance, acquisition cost, operations cost and support cost.

Outputs include a cost evaluator model, R(t), MTTF, MTBF, MTTR,

and others.

11. GRAMS - Generalized Reliability and Maintainability Simulator

Developer/Sponsor: System Control Technology

Model/Solution Type: Monte Carlo Simulation

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. Computes reliability, maintain-

ability, and life cycle cost for the same fault tolerant systems as

GRAMP. The judi:ious use of a Markov (GRAMP) and a simulation

model (GRAMS) for the same system takes advantage of both

methodologies.
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12. HARP - Hybrid Automated Reliability Predictor

Developer/Spon cr: Duke University and NASA Iangley

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. HARP has seven fault error

handling models which allows for flexible modeling of coverage.

Models both repairable and nonrepairable systems. Outputs include

R(t), probability of near coincident fault, sensitivity analysis,

failure probabilities.

13. MARK 1 - Markov Modeling Package

Developer/Sponsor:

Model/Solution Type: Markov Anal.'sis

Abstract: Written in PL/lI. MARK 1 models nonrepairable systems

whose characteristics can be modeled using Markov chains. This

program is a pure Markov analysis tool. The user specifies the

number of states in the model, gives a description of each state

and the occupancy probabilities and transition rates between

states. Outruts include various plots, i.e. state probabilities

as a function of time and plots of MTBF.
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14. METASAN - Michigan Evaluation Tool for the Analysis of Stochastic

Activity Networks

Developer/Sponsor: Industrial Technology Institute

Model/Solution Type: Stochastic Activity Network, which is an

extension of stochastic Petri Nets.

Abstract: This tool was designed to treat reliability and per-

formance in an integrated fashion - termed "performability".

Models both repairable and nonrnarable systems.

15. METFAC

Developer/Sponsor: No Data

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77 and Pascal. Models both repair-

able and nonrepairable systems. Outputs from METFAC include many

reliability, performance and cost related figures.
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16. MIREM - MIssion REliability Model

Developer/Sponsor: Developed hy The Analytic Sciences Corporation

for an Air Force Human Resources Lab (AFHRL) cont.ract.

Model/Solution Type: Equations and Algorithms

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. MIREM can model both repairable

and nonrepairable systems. Models for imperfect testability and

switching. Outputs include R(t), phase-by-phase reliability,

Avail, MTFF, MTBMA, reliability bounds and MTBCF under various

repair scenarios.

17. OPT - Optimization

Developer/Sponsor: No Data

Model/Solution Type: No Data

Abstract: No Data
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18. RELCOMP - No Data

Developer/Sponsor: No Data

Model/Solution Type: No Data

Abstract: No Data

19. REST - REliability Simulation Tool

Developer/Sponsor: RADC

Model/Sol.iion Type: Monte Carlo Simulation

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. REST models both repairable and

nonrepairable systems. It can account for failure rates and modes

associated with switching and diagnostic circuitry. Outputs of

REST include R(t), MTBCF, Avail, and MTTR. An interesting feature

is the ability to reassess the dec' risks of MIL-STD-781

"Reliability Design Qualification and Production Acceptance Tests"

as they apply to fault tolerant/redundant systems.
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20. RMC-l - Monte Carlo Multipurpose Code Package

Developer/Sponsor: Malchi Science Ltd. Tel Aviv, Isreal

Model/Solution Type: Monte Carlo Simulation

Abstract: RMC-l is a package which contains three independent

modules. The three modules are named AMIR, SPAR and ANAVA. AMIR

is intended for the calculation of time dependent reliability,

availability, sensitivities and mission success probability. SPAR

is intended to calculate and analyze logistics requirements for a

complex multisystem field. ANAVA is designed to conduct a statis-

tical analysis of complex distributed communication lines.

21. R&MA 2T2 - Reliabilaity, Maintainability and Availability Analysis and

Tradeoff Tool

Developer/Sponsor: RADC

Model/Solution Type: Equations & Algorithms

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN IV. R&MA 2T2 is an old program used

to calculate the steady state availability, MTBF, MTTTR, and MTFF

for straight series-parallel systems. Multiple levels of

redundancy can be modeled.
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22. SAVE - System Availability Estimator

Devel oper/Sponsor:

Model/Solution Type: Both Markov and Monte Carlo Simulation

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. SAVE models both repairable and

nonrepairable systems. Typically used for high reliability and

availability systems. Models can be solved both analytically and

through Monte Carlo simulation. The Monte Carlo can be used either

directly by generating random times to failure and repair or by

simulating the Markov chain by generating state transitions

randomly according to jump probabilities of the chain. Outputs

include steady state availability, sensitivity analysis and system

MTTF.
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23. SHARPE - Symbolic Hierarchical Automated Reliability Performance

Eval uator

Developer/Sponsor: K. Triredi of Duke University and R. Sahner oF

Gould Corporation

Model/Solution Type: 5 model types: (1) series parallel reli-

ability block diagrams, (2) fault trees, (3) Markov chains, (4)

semi-Markov chains, and (5) series-parallel directed (acyclic)

graphics.

Abstract: SHARPE was developed for the purpose of analyzing

complex reliability models which produce large state-space

problems when analyzed using Markovian modeling techniques.

SHARPE uses a hybrid, hierarchical modeling framework. Hybrid in

the sense that it uses both combinatorial and Markov modeling and

hierarchical in the sense that it can use different kinds of

modeling techniques along different levels of a fault tree. Out-

puts include R(t), reliability of selected components and system

steady state availability.
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24. SIP - State Interpreter Program

Developer/Sponsor: No Data

Model/Solution Type: No Data

Abstract: No Data

25. SPADE - No Data

Developer/Sponsor: Duke University

Model/Solution Type: No Data

Abstract: No Data
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26. SUPER - System Used for Prediction and Evaluation of Reliability

Developer/Sponsor: AT&T Bell Laboratories

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: SUPER can model both repairable and nonrepairable syr-

temns. Features which can be modeled include seriL , parallel and

wheatstone bridge structures, k-out-of-n cold standby systems, and

any hierarchical combination of these. Outputs include R(t),

instantaneous failure rate, mean and standard deviation of the

time to first failure, availability and other maintenance informa-

tion.
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27. SURE - Semi-Markov Unreliability Range Evaluator

Developer/Sponsor: PRC Kertron Inc. and later generalized by NASA

Langley

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: Written in FORTRAN 77. The SURE program provides a

rapid computational capability for semi-Markov models useful in

describing the fault handling behavior of fault tolerant computer

systems. The reliability analysis method utilizes a fast approxi-

mation theory developed by PRC to calculate the upper and lower

bounds on system reliability. The upper and lower bounds are

typically within 5% of each other. Since the computation method is

extremely fast, large state spaces are h1ot a problem. Therefore,

state aggregation techniques are not utilized. Outputs include

upper and lower bounds on reliability, probability bounds for each

failure state in the model, list of every path in the model and its

probability of traversal.
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28. SURF-

Developer/Sponsor: Laboratoire d'Automatique et d'Analyse des

Systemes du CNRS in France

Model/Solution Type: Markov Analysis

Abstract: Models both repairable and nonrepairable systems. SURF

transfo,-rs non-Markov processes into Markov processes by using

what is known as the Coxian method of stages which adds fictitous

states to the model. SURF utilizes state merging and truncation of

states in an attempt to avoid the problem of state explosion.

Outputs include R(t), Avail, and some maintainability figures of

merit.
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Section 5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This report is concluded by reemphasizing the available services of

the RADC Fault Tolerant System Reliability Evaluation Facility; and again,

stating the need for standardization in the area of reliability modeling

for fault tolerant systems.

As illustrated within this report, RADC has the tools and expertise

necessary to provide reliability modeling support to other DoD agencies.

If you have a modeling need or would like to learn more about any of the

tools discussed, please contact Joseph A. Caroli, RADC/RBET, Griffiss AFB

NY 13441-5700.

The tool survey presented in Section 4 of this report sends out a clear

message. There are many reliability modeling tools available for fault

tolerant system analysis. Bef' '9 spending time and money developing a new

tool, first search to see if there is one already available to suit your

needs. This document could help you to get started. It is also strongly

recommended that steps are taken in the future to standardize this area.
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MISSION

of
Rome Air Development Center

RADC plans and exec,,'es reserch. devC.1 ,,n!, tes4 and
selected acquisition programs in support of Command, Control,
Communications and Intelligence (C3I) activities. Technical and
engineering support within areas of competence is provided to
ESD Program Offices (POs) and other ESD elements to
perform effective acquisition of C31 systems. The areas of
technical competence include communications, command and
control, battle management information processing, surveillance
sensors, intelligence data collection and handling, solid state
sciences, electromagnetics, and propagation, and electronic
reliability/maintainability and compatibility.
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